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Superheavy-quarkonium decays with two Higgs doublets
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%'e study the decay modes of a S-wave superheavy quarkonium, formed by a possible fourth-
generation quark in two-Higgs-doublet models. Because of the enhancement of Yukawa couplings
and longitudinal weak bosons the main decays of these superheavy states will be into neutral scalar
bosons H; H, and a charged scalar plus a Wboson. If the H W+—channel is open for the g(1 )

superheavy quarkonium it will provide a quite clean signal for a charged Higgs boson. The decay of
the pseudoscalar quarkonium g(0 +

1 into a Z boson and one of the scalars will also be present in a
large amount.

I. INTRODUCTION dominates over the WW, ZZ, and HZ modes, being one
of the best possibilities of detecting a charged Higgs bo-
son, as long as we find a heavy fourth-generation d-type
quark. The channel H H, which in the one-doublet
model is absent as a decay channel of rl and g, is now
open for H; H3 (i = 1,2), due to the presence of the pseu-
doscalar H3. In this last case the branching fractions will
show a large dependence on the variation of the many pa-
rameters of the model, and for simplicity most of our nu-
merical results will be obtained for the minimal super-
symmetric model.

The content of our paper is distributed as follows. Sec-
tion II contains a few tools about quarkonium states that
shall be used in the subsequent sections. In Sec. III we

briefly review some aspects of the two-doublet model and
its reduction to the minimal supersymrnetric case. The
calculation of the ri and f quarkonium partial widths and
branching fractions will be displayed in Sec. IV. In Sec.
V we discuss our results and present our conclusions
about superheavy-quarkonium decays with two Higgs
doublets.

II. REMARKS ON SUPERHEAVY
QUARKQNIUM PHYSICS

In this section we collect the main expressions of quar-
konium physics that will be used throughout the paper,
and we are deliberately brief in our presentation since
these aspects have been discussed extensively in Ref. 2, to
which we refer the reader interested in further details.

Initially we recall that the decay widths will depend on
the quarkonium potential, or, more precisely, on its wave
function. For the S-wave quarkonium the squared wave
function at the origin is determined from the potential as

(2.1)

The standard model of strong and electroweak interac-
tions achieved remarkable experimental success, although
it contains a replication of families and a mass-generation
mechanism whose fundamental origin remains uncertain.
Exactly these two aspects may provide the most simple
extensions of this model; i.e., we can have a fourth family
and (or) a second Higgs doublet, in addition to the one
necessary for mass generation. Within the present exper-
imental status these two possibilities can be easily accom-
modated in the theory.

If a fourth fermionic family is found it will show an ex-
tremely rich phenomenology. In particular, the decays of
quarkonium states formed by a down-type quark of a
fourth-generation doublet have been quite extensively
studied recently in the standard one-Higgs-doublet mod-
el. ' In Refs. 1 and 2, Barger et al. showed that for
these superheavy quarkonium states new channels will be
open, such as W+ W, ZZ, and Zy with large branching
fractions. They also observed that the decay of the pseu-
doscalar state into a Z boson plus a Higgs boson will be a
quite clear signal for the Higgs particle.

In this paper we extend the analysis of Refs. 1 and 2 to
the two-Higgs-doublet case, and, as will be shown, the in-
troduction of this extra doublet will change considerably
the picture of heavy-quarkonium decays. We shall ana-
lyze only the S-wave states, i.e., r)(0 ) and f(1 ) res-
onances, since their decays will contain most of the
modes which can occur in a two-doublet model and they
will be present at a significant level. The main decays will
be those involving at least one scalar boson (H, H~, .

H W, H Z, and H+—H ).
In the two-doublet model the g decay channel into

H —W is enhanced by the coupling of the heavy quarks
to the Higgs boson and to the longitudinal W, and it
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and we shall consider only the Coulomb potential in our
calculations. Therefore,

~Rs(0)~ =4( —,'agmg) (2.2)

where m& is the fourth-generation d-type quark mass,
and a, is the running strong coupling at the quarkonium
scale

12ma, =
(33—2Nf )ln(m&/A )

(2.3)

with Nf =6 and 4=0.12 GeV (Ref. 2}.
For a very heavy quarkonium the short-distance be-

havior, given by the Coulomb potential, will certainly
dominate, and neglecting the long-range forces present in
more realistic potentials, such as the Cornell, Richard-
son, and Wisconsin ones, will not introduce large errors
at least for the S states. As discussed in Ref. 2 we shall
be only slightly underestimating ~Rs(0)~ . There are oth-
er sources of uncertainties in our calculation, which in-
clude the nonintroduction of relativistic corrections to
the quarkonium potential and the QCD corrections,
which modify the wave function at origin and the ampli-
tude calculation. These approximations produce difFerent
efFects, but considering that we are underestimating the
wave function at origin when using the Coulomb poten-
tial, we expect that at the end we shall have a reasonable
lower bound for the partial widths.

The decay amplitudes for the i) and g states can be ob-
tained in a standard fashion: '

j/2

A(i))= Rs(0)Tr[g~y 5(
—g +m „)], (2.4}

3

16aM„

A(g) =— Rs(0)Tr[PF/( —g +m ~)], (2.5)

where PF is the scattering matrix element for q+q ~X
(X is the final state), Q is the quarkonium four-
momentum, and e is the polarization vector of the spin-
one quarkonium. From (2.4) and (2.5) the decay rates are
easily obtained.

III. T%'0-DOUBLET MODELS

In this section we will introduce the basic couphngs of
two-doublet models which will be used in the subsequent
section. We consider models where each doublet gives
mass to one specific quark, i.e., up-type or down-type
quarks, as is necessary in supersymmetric models, as well
as for suppression of flavor-changing neutral currents.

Some of the couplings that we shaH need are the ones
between gauge and scalar bosons, and the Higgs-boson
self-couplings. The first ones are determined uniquely by
gauge invariance (see Refs. 5 and 6), and the trilinear
Higgs-boson couplings come from the potential '

«0i A) =~i(0i0i —uf )'+~2(Nz42 —v2)'+4[(kidi —uf )+(0202 —u2)]'+4[(kidi)(A'42) —(4'F42)(kzdi)]

+&5[Re(y $y2)
—u] u2cosg]'+ &6[1m(yty2) —u t u2»ng]',

where v, and v2 are the vacuum expectation values of the neutral components of the scalar doublets:

(3.1)

v, v, e'&

(3.2)

The phase g can be removed from the potential with a redefinition of $2(~e ~$2). After the symmetry breaking we
have M~=(1/&2)gv where v =u &+v2. The physical Higgs bosons are obtained from the diagonalization of the mass
matrix and are given by

H +=
P , sinP——+—PzcosP,

H, =&2[(Re/, —u, )cosa+ ( Re/2 v2 )sina—],
H2 =&2[(—Re/& —v, )sina+ (Regz —

u2 )cosa],

H3 =V'2( —Imp, sinp+ Impzcosp),

where

U2
tanp=

UI

2v& v2(4A3+A5)
81n2A =

j [u, (4A, , +4A3 —A5)+ u2(A5 —4A2 —4A3)] +4(A3+A, , )u, u2 J
'i

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

(3.3d)

(3.4)

(3.5)

The trilinear Higgs-boson couplings (H;H Hk ) are ob-
tained from (3.1) with the help of (3.2) and (3.3). There
are some constraints on the couplings of (3.1) coming
from partial-wave unitarity but they are quite loose, and

basically we escape from them if the Higgs-boson masses
are lighter than 1 TeV. There are some other constraints
from low-energy physics; however', we continue to have
a large range of variation for the many parameters.
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Therefore, in the next section, the trilinear Higgs-boson
couplings will be denoted by A, ;Jk (representing the cou-
pling H, H Hk. ), although the numerical results will be
given for the supersymmetric Lagrangian

&H H H
= —gMwH+H [H&cos(P —a)+Hzsin(P —a)]

i j k

M p=M p+Mz —M p,
I 3 2

M'o+M'o
1 2

tan2a = tan2P
z

3

(3.7b)

(3.7c)

[H, cos(P+ a ) +H2 sin(P+ a )]4 cosOg

X t cos2a[(H
& )

—(H2 ) ]—2H ~H 2sin2a

—[(H,')'+(2H'H- )]cos2P] . (3.6)

M p=M + —M~
3

(3.7a)

In Sec. IV the coupling ik, 33 for example, has been set
equal to i( gMz/2cos8~)cos213cos(P+a) when perform-
ing the numerical calculation of partial widths. Follow-
ing this supersymmetric reduction of the Higgs potential
we also have constrained the possible variation of masses
by the relations:

tan2P =sgn( v2
—U, )

(M p
—Mz)(Mz —M o )

1 2

MHp MHo
1 2

(3.7d)

and we shall assume that sgn(uz —v, ) = + 1 is the favored
sector, since it emerges naturally in models with m, & mb.
Notice that for the supersymmetric case, we may obtain a
numerical result that is much smaller than the one we
would obtain in a standard two-doublet model, where the
trilinear couplings can be considerably larger, as happens
in a strongly interacting Higgs sector.

We will also need the couplings of the quarks with the
Higgs bosons, which are given by

Xqq H= — IH+t '[(ml, tanf3+mt cotP)+(m& tanP mt cot13)y5]b'+H. c. I2 2M~

[b '
b'( H, csoa —Hzsina) ib 'y b5'—H 3insP],

2M~cosP
(3.8)

where (t', b') is the fourth-generation doublet and m, .~&.
~

their masses. The couplings of charged Higgs boson with
the quarks involve the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix,
which was not introduced in (3.8), because models of
mass (mixing) generation with four families of quarks
suggest that ~Kt, , ~

=1 and for the intergeneration angles
~K&.q~ (&1 (Ref. 9). Therefore, for our purposes, this
will be a minor approximation.

12o, eb.

M

8a,
l (q) ~gg )=,~R~(0) ~',

3M

40(qr —9)as

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

IV. DECAY RATES

This section contains the decay rate calculation of su-
perheavy quarkonia (rt and g) within a two-doublet mod-
el. ' Initially we shall make some comments on single-
quark and annihilation decays and secondly we detail the
other decays.

A. Single-quark decay

The decay b' —+q+8' —has been analyzed i.n Ref. 2,
and it is proportional to the mixing angle ~K& q ~, as no-
ticed previously this angle may be quite small, resulting
in a branching ratio for this particular process negligible
when compared with the main decays. In the two-
doublets model there is another contribution to be con-
sidered, b'~q+H*, but the same small mixing angle
comes into play turning also this event negligible. "

3az N~I3f Mf~ff )= IR (0 (4.4)

4a Efpf

&(gru�ff

) =
M

X (1+2R ) e,',e'+
x~(1—x~) 1 —Rz
2 2

Ub'Uf 1

x~(1 x~) (1 Rz)

where M is the ql or g mass, and e&, is the b' quark charge
in units of the proton charge. In the two-doublet model
the new neutral bosons couple to a fermion-antifermion
ff pair; however, these scalar S channels do not contrib-
ute to rt(P)~ff and again the result is the same as in
Ref. 2:

X1'~ gg& ggg~ ff
The annihilation decays into photons or gluons are ex-

actly the same as in Ref. 2:

xw(1 xw) (1—Rz)

(4.5)
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where xi', =sin Hi), az=rxlxii, (1 xiii) Nf is a color
factor (N =3, N, = 1), R, =M, /M (i =f,Z, H, W;
b', t'), pf =(1—4Rf)' is the fermion velocity in the
quarkonium rest frame, and U; and a, , the vector and
axial-vector coupling of the fermion i =f or b' to the Z,
are given by

U;
=—2(I31 +I3g ) —e;sin 8~, a; = ,'(I3L—I3It)

where I3& (I3z ) is the third component of the weak iso-
spin for the left- (right-)handed fermion.

M4
p 3

/

H tH»)

(o)

(c)

, HI
J

N»

H»tH»)

.H+

W

H»)

, H)
/

r(rl~a; H; )=0, i =1,2, 3

r(~ a', a', )=o,
(4.6)

(4.7)

In the standard model the P state is not allowed to de-
cay into two Higgs bosons (H H ), and the same holds
for q as long as CP symmetry is conserved. In the two-
doublet model the following partial widths are zero:

-H
yH+

FIG. 1. (a) Contributions to g~H3H& (i=1,2), only the first
diagram contributes to Q~HO3H~„(b) contributions to rI~HOZ
(first and fourth diagrams) and P +H; Z (e—xcept the last one); (c)
diagrams contributing to P~H H; (d) diagrams contributing
to i) and itj~H —8'+.

I (Q—+a~a; )=0, i =1,2, 3 (4.8)

r(y H', Hc) =O. (4.9)

Bose symmetry forbids the channel H; H,. and CI' invari-
ance the decay into H 1HO; however, due to the presence

I

of the pseudoscalar H3 we can have the decays
9~H3+H1(2) and tt)~H3+H 1(2)', the diagrams of the
contributions to these decays are shown in Fig. 1 and the
partial width for the g decay is

I (g~a,a3)= A,
' (1,RH, RH ) — sin(a —p)16M' ' ' 2

2&1—x3 1 W ~
Rz g

' Rz

' 1/2
tanP 1

M 1 —RH3

Rz cosp 2R H +2RH —1 —4R b3 1

IR (o)l', (4.10)

where A33' (i =1,2) is the trilinear Higgs-boson coupling
(H3H3H; ), which in the supersymmetric case is

~331 Mzcos2P cos(a+P),
2+1—x

(4. 1 la)

332
2

Mzcos2P sin(a+P), (4.11b)

and the function A, (x,y, z)=(x —y —z) —4yz. The par-
tial width of rl~aza3 is obtained from (4.10) with the
replacements

sin(a —p) —icos(a —p),
MH —+MB

2

~331~~332

cosa~ —sina .

Notice that this g decay will be enhanced not only by the
large Yukawa couplings, but also, in nonsupersymmetric
models, by a possible strong trilinear Higgs-boson cou-
pling.

The tt decay into H3H i has a partial width given by

I (Q~H3Hi )= azub. sin (a —p)
A,

'~ (1,RH, RH )
64M 1 3

(1 2RH —2RH )+(RH——RH )

(1—Rz)

x IR,(0)l', (4.12)

D. ZK-

This is one of the most interesting superheavy quar-
konium decays in the one-doublet model, since it can give
a quite clear signal for the Higgs boson. ' In the two-
doublet model the diagrams contributing to ZH; decay
are depicted in Fig. 1(b). The last diagram of this figure

only the first diagram of Fig. 1(a) contributes in this case.
The width I (g~azac3) is obtained from Eq. (4.12)

making the change

MH ~MH, sin (a —P)~cos (a —P) .
1 2
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x —1+
(1+Rz —RH )

4Rz

1X —ab Z;+tanPh;
H3

2

IR,(0) l~,

(4.13)

where we assumed 2mb. =M. Setting i =1 or 2 we obtain
I for H &Z or H2Z in the final state, with

X, =h~=cos(P —a),
Xz= —h, =sin(P —a) .

(4.14a)

(14.4b)

The partial width for the pseudoscalar boson (ri~ZH3)
is zero in a CP-conserving theory. The g~ZH, (i=1,2)
widths are

2
U

2

r($—ZH )= A,
'i (1,R,R )H,. Z

X
2
(8Rz+6 )

4(1 —R, )

p2
+ (2Rz+ b, )

2Rz(1 —RH —Rz )

does not appear in the one-doublet model, and together
with the first one it is responsible for the decay
g~H, ~2~Z. The partial width is

3 2

r(~ H,'z) =
16Mz

computed by Wilczek, ' and the production of the pseu-
doscalar H3 in toponium decay (tt') ~H3y has also been
discussed recently in the two-doublet model' ' and in a
superstring model. '

The partial widths of P~H; y (i = 1,2) are given by

8 2 2

r(g~yH; )= A,
'~ (1,0,RH )

xw(1 —xw)M

(2RbI~2 —RH )~

Rz (2RH. 1 4Rb )
t

(4.18)

where Y; was defined in Eq. (4.16). The decay with the
pseudoscalar in the final state is

8a eb tan P
r(q 7 H', )=,x'"(1,R„,0)

xw(1 —xw)M'

R, (1—RH )

x
Rz (2RH 1 4Rb )

(4.19)

I". H+0

The heavy g quarkonium is not allowed to decay into
H+H, and the P widths are calculated from the dia-
grams of Fig. 1(c). (There is another possible diagram,
exchanging neutral scalar bosons, that leads to a vanish-
ing amplitude. ) The result is

3X;7;5
lR, (o)l',

(1—Rz)(1 —Rz —RH )

(4.15)

where i = 1,2, with the X, given by Eq. (4.14),
b, =(1+Rz—RH ), and

I

r(q H+H-)=,p'„,16'
Az Ub'cos20 pX 4c eb +

2(1 —Rz)

—2 (r+t )
Rz 1+4R,.—4R

2

YI = —cosa/cosP,

Y2 slna/cosP .

(4.16a)

(4.16b)
where

x lR, (o) 12 (4.20)

(1+Rz RH )
—4RzRb'x

2Rz (2Rz+2RH 1 4Rb )

x IRs(0) I', (4.17)

E. yH;-

Because of C conservation we have only the f decaying
into yH;. This decay in the one-doublet model was first

The above result agrees with the one of Ref. 3.
For the g decay into the pseudoscalar H3 and a Z we

have

azUb taI1 p2 2 2

r(g H', Z) = aI "(1,R„R„)

r =Rb tanp+R, ' cotp,

t =Rb cotp R' tanp, —
(4.2 la)

(4.21b)

and p +=(1—4R +)' is the H+ velocity in the quar-

konium rest frame.

G. 0+6'+

In this case there are two diagrams, which are
displayed in Fig. 1(d), that contribute to the decay of Ii
and P. This will be one of the most interesting decays in
this model, since it is enhanced by the longitudinal 8'and
by the large Yukawa coupling. The partial width for
q~H8'is
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I (rl +—H+W—+)=
—,', azA, (I,Rir, R +)

M 1 g+ tanp
~R ( )~q

very same results as the one-doublet model contained in
Ref. 2, to which we refer the reader for further details.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

(4.22)

where

p =(t r)+2—R,'~ (r+t),
q =(Rir+R + —

—,
' —2R, ),

l=(1—RH ),

(4.23a)

(4.23b)

(4.23c)

and r (t) is defined in Eq. (4.21a) [(4.21b)]. Finally the
width for g~HW is given by

I (Q~H W+)= —
~ 2A,

' (1,Rir, R +)
mMq

3+p ~p
4

—M

(I+Rial

RH )(r —t )p5—

+4(r t )'M—' (p+2)p IRs(0) I',

(4.24)

where

5=2(r t )(2R,.+—R ii, RH ), —

p= —1+— (1+R ii,
—R ~ )

1 1

(4.25a)

(4.25b)

with r and t given by Eqs. (4.21) and q by Eq. (4.23b).

H. 8'8' ZZ, Zy

%e must also consider the quarkonium decays into
gauge-boson pairs (WW, ZZ, and Zy). The possible new
contributions to these decays in a two-doublet model van-
ish for the g and P states. Therefore we obtained the

The branching ratios and widths for the superheavy g
and g decays in the two-doublet model are shown in Figs.
2-6. The numerical results were obtained for the
minimal supersymmetric model for which the relations
(3.7) are valid, and we used Mir =82.5 GeV and
sin 0~ =0.226.

As the mass relations (3.7) are not maintained in the
nonsupersymmetric models we may have a quite large
range of masses for the scalar bosons, and most of the de-
cays, and in particular q(g) —+H; H, could be modified
due to a larger or smaller phase space for the decay prod-
ucts. The only decay that may deviate largely from the
supersymmetric case, when we maintain the angles a and
I3 fixed, is rl(g)~H3H; (i= 1,2) due to a completely free
parameter in the coupling H3H3H; . Furthermore, if we
do have a supersymmetric model we could have some
other competitive channels only for suSciently light su-
persymmetric scalar partners.

The superheavy g decays will be mostly dominated by
the decays into H3H2 and H3H &, which provide approxi-
mately 80% of the decays. The decays into H&Z will be
responsible for 10% of the decays, and in a smaller
amount we will have decays into H 8'—and H2Z. No-
tice from Figs. 2(a) —2(d) that increasing the charged-
Higgs-boson mass (the H3-boson mass also increases), the
fraction of decays into H3H; decreases in favor of ZH&
and H +—8'+. These last decays are enhanced by one
large Yukawa coupling and the longitudinal (Z and W)
boson, and the channels into H3H, (i=1,2) are enha. nced
by two large Yukawa couplings; whether one or another
decay is more important depend on the mass parameters.
For the g quarkonium we see from Figs. 3(a)—3(d) that as
long as the channel H +—8'+ is open it dominates com-
pletely the g decays, with a secondary contribution from
H H . In these calculations we assumed m, =mb, and
we will comment on this approximation in the sequence.

TABLE I. Number of events expected at the SSC per years for the decays q~H &H 3,
r)ig)~H+8'+, and Q~II+H . The quarkonium masses have been chosen to be 250, 500, and 750
GeV. The first entry for each decay corresponds to a charged-Higgs-boson mass M + =100 GeV and

the second to M + =250 GeV (with M 0 =50 GeV).
H 02

„- (GeV) 250

10'
0

4x10'
0

1.2X104
0

2x10'
0

500

2x10'
6X 10

3X10
1.4x10'

250
425

200
0

750

8 x10'
4.2X 10

1.3x 10
7x10'

50
80

40
17
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Concerning the g decays, the channels into gluons (gg),
top quarks (tt ) turn out to be negligible as soon as the
ones into H3H;, H, Z, and H +—8 are open. The radia-
tive and hadronic transitions will always be quite small.
The same holds for g decays, where the dominant decays
in an one-doublet model were into 8'8'and ZZ. With a
fourth-generation lepton (1') there would be a possible
decay rt(p)~1'1 ', although it is not strong enough to
change the results of Figs. 2 and 3, unless all the scalar

channels are closed, which is not a plausible possibility,
at least in a supersymmetric case when one of the scalars
is lighter than the Z. It is clear that if we do not have su-
persymmetry and if all the scalar sector is very heavy, the
superheavy quarkonium decays will be mostly the ones
discussed in Ref. 2.

It is interesting to notice that in the case of toponium
decays, as quoted by Varger and Whisnant, " the decay
into H W is suppressed by the ratio m& /m, . This does

H2H3—
I I I I I

10 ~~~
~ ~~

Z H2
a~g ~+ P

HW

:j
--.' IZH:

~ ~tt
10~at ~ I '~ [ [

100
M (GeV)

Hg H3=

g ~ Q ~ ~ ~ s g ~ ~)

1000

1Q
Pr.~ i

~ /
~ ~

10' I-

100

10
~ r r

/
- j I.:-"

I ~ ~

I ~, ~

gati:

~ r

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~

~ ~~~ ~

~,~'

M (GeV)

ZH~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ I

HW

~99

~ar

(c)

1Q

10
/

I

I
I
I
I

I
il

400

-2 ~~
1Q

ZH
~ ~ ~ ~ 0%~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~
~ ~

~~ ~ ~
~ .gt. ..~ ~~ ~~~ 0

r

~ ~ O~
HS =

M (GeV)
1000

ZH~:

~~ ~ ~

~N

10

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

I ~ rr

10

I

I

10-' ~-,
I
I
I

I

10
100

M (GeV)

ZH)

. ~ .~ HW
~ ~ r

~ ~

~gg

l

1GGG

c ing ratios for rl decays versus the quarkonium mass for M =50 0 V d ( ) M
VeV, (c) ~ + =250 GeV, (d) M + = 5OO GeV
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not happen for a fourth generation where the ratio
mb /m; is not expected to be small. We have computed
the q~H W* decay for diferent values of the mass
splitting hm =m, —mb, and the results are shown in Fig.
4, where only a minor change in the branching ratio can
be seen.

The total widths for g and P are shown in Figs. 5 and

6, respectively, which may be of several GeV for large
quarkonium masses. Notice that they show a large varia-
tion with the charged-Higgs-boson mass, and consequent-
ly, due to (3.7), with MH . If these bosons are light

3

enough, we shall have quite large cross sections for H3H;
and H —W+ production at multi-TeV colliders, such as
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FIG. 4. The branching ratio g~H —W+ versus the quark-
onium mass for M + =150 GeV, MK =50 GeV and assumingK 2

(a) m, =mb (dotted line), (b) m, —mb =100 GeV (solid line), (c)
- m, —mb =200 GeV (dashed line).

FIG. 6. The total width of the P versus the quarkonium mass
for MK =50 GeV and (a) M +=100 GeV (solid line), (b)

M + = 150 GeV (dashed line), (c) M + =250 GeV (dotted line);

{d)M + =500 GeV (dot-dashed line).
K

the hadronic collider, the Superconducting Super Collid-
er (SSC), or the e+e machine, the CERN Linear Collid-
er (CLIC).

The superheavy g and 1t mesons can be produced in a
hadronic collider, such as the SSC, in a proportion
roughly of order 10:1,respectively; therefore, certain de-
cay modes which have moderately small branching ratios
for the r) meson (up to 1%), but are almost responsible

103
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M (Gev}

I I I

1000

FIG. 5. The total width of the g versus the quarkonium mass
for MK =50 GeV and (a) M +=100 GeV (solid line), (b)

M + = 150 GeV {dashed line), (c) M + =250 GeV (dotted line);

(d) M + =500 GeV (dot-dashed line).

for the full width of the f quarkonium, will come out
with the same rate from these two states. However in
one e+e machine we shall basically produce g's in a
quite large resonance. In each case the superheavy
quarkonium will be a copious source of the scalar bosons
predicted in a two-doublet model. In Table I we give a
crude estimate of the number of events expected in the
proposed SSC, with an integrated luminosity of 10
pb '/yr, for the modes HotH3, H H+, and H+H

In e+e colliders the Higgs bosons predicted by a
two-doublet model will be mainly produced in the g
quarkonium decay. The main decay, as already seen, will
be into H*R' . As we do not have tree-level coupling
Z (or y) H*W+ (Ref. 14), any other possible channel
producing H+ 8'* will have quite a small cross section;
therefore, the observation of the charged scalar boson
may be done if a good efticiency of detecting the S™bo-
son is achieved; in this case the 8'boson can be used to
tag the event and its pT distribution shall indicate the
value of M +. A good way to observe a light H is

through its decay H* +r v (Ref. 15); —however, once we
consider a very heavy charged Higgs boson, it will mostly
decay into (tb), or in the pair I'v' of the fourth genera-
tion, if this channel is open.

For a heavy charged boson the production of pairs
K+K via y and Z in the channel is small; therefore,
production through a possible superheavy quarkonium
will be the most important way to detect them in an
e +e collider.

The branching ratios of g into one scalar plus a vector
boson are small and such a final state will be immersed in
a large continuum production [that is,
e e ~Z ~H, (H2 )Zj.

In the case of hadronic colliders the fusion of gluons
through the triangle and box diagrams, will give large
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contributions to the production of scalar-boson pairs,
Z H;, and H+8', on the other hand the quark and
vector-boson fusion process will not be efficient to pro-
duce these same final states. ' The signals for the HZ
events are the same discussed by Barger et al. ' In the
case of H*8 we could use the 8' to tag the event,
while the charged Higgs boson would originate two jets
(probably made of tb). Again, the observation of this
event will depend on the efficiency of reconstructing the
8 bosons.

The detection of pairs H3H; produced in the g quar-
konium decay will not be an easy task. A large amount
of the events will be materialized in four jets or four
gauge bosons (this will depend obviously on the scalar-
boson masses), in any case the QCD background will be
enormous, difficulting the observation of Higgs-boson

pairs.
Our main intention in this work was to show that in a

model with two Higgs doublets, the decay of a su-
perheavy quarkonium composed by new quarks of a
fourth generation, will be considerably modified in com-
parison with its decays in a one-doublet model. Channels
such as H&Z, H2Z, and H +—8' may be seen in the
quarkonium decay, but we can expect that channels as
H 3H' shall be lost in the background.

If there is a fourth generation its signal in one hadronic
collider, such as the SSC, will be probably found looking
for diferent kind of events as, for example, multilepton
events. ' If this extra generation is confirmed, then we
must make a deeper study of the superheavy quarkonium
decays, including background, since these may be a useful
tool to look for the existence of new scalar bosons.
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